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ABSTRACT
SCOTT, T., RUSSELL, P., MASSELINK, G. and WOOLER, A., 2009. Rip current variability and hazard along a macrotidal coast. Journal of Coastal Research, SI 56 (Proceedings of the 10th International Coastal Symposium), 895 –
899. Lisbon, Portugal, ISSN 0749-0258.
The role of beach safety management is becoming increasingly important along much of the macro-tidal, highenergy Atlantic coast of England, which experiences mean spring-tidal ranges of 4.1–7.4 m and average
significant wave heights of 1.2 m and 2.7 m in summer and winter, respectively. Growing pressures on beach
resources due to increasing visitor numbers means an understanding of the nature of hazards surrounding the
recreational beach user is paramount. Rip currents are responsible for 80% of all recorded incidents (2005–2007)
along this coast. Most investigations into rip current dynamics have been reported from micro- and meso-tidal
environments and macro-tidal rip systems have rarely been considered. This research assesses the spatiotemporal variability of macro-tidal rip current systems and their associated hazards along the west coasts of
Devon and Cornwall between May and October 2007. Analysis of seasonal morphological and hydrodynamic
datasets coupled with detailed lifeguard incident data and daily rip observations have identified some key drivers
of recreational rip hazards and ‘mass rescue’ events on low-tide bar/rip and low-tide terrace and bar/rip beaches;
1) Small long-period swell-waves, that favour development of accretioary rip systems, shoal to the inner
transverse bars generating strong alongshore variations in wave breaking and enhancing rip current activity; 2)
Well developed, phase-offset low- and mid-tide bar/rip morphologies lead to the generation of active rip systems
during low- and mid-tidal stages; 3) Large (spring) tidal ranges expose low-tide bar/rip systems, activating rip
currents and increasing tidal cut-off potential and the rate-of-change of alongshore rip location through low- and
mid-tide. Low-tide times during spring tides coincide with lifeguard patrol hours and hence times of high beach
usage.
ADDITIONAL INDEX WORDS: Beach safety, rip currents, beach type, high energy, macro-tidal.

INTRODUCTION
With a high level of pressure from recreational beach usage
along the Atlantic coast of England, the role of beach safety
management is becoming increasingly important as the period of
intense leisure use of the surf-zone persists into the spring and
autumn months. An understanding of the physical hazards posed
to the in-sea beach user by the surf-zone environment is integral to
the ongoing improvement of the beach safety management service
and is the key motivator for this research.
Previous investigations into beach hazards in the UK, Australia
and the USA (SHORT, 1999; SCOTT et al., 2007; SCOTT et al.,
2008) have indicated that rip currents are the cause of the majority
of rescues and fatalities within the beach environment. Scott et al.
(2008) found that 68% of all recorded incidents by the Royal
National Lifeboat Institution (RNLI) in the UK were due to rip
currents. 90% of these incidents were related to the contribution
from beaches with identifiable rip channel morphologies; Low tide
bar/rip (LTBR) and Low tide terrace + bar/rip (LLT+R) beaches
(see Figure 1 and 2). In general, these two beach types share a
propensity for rhythmic bar and rip current systems below mean
low water neaps (MLWN) where the tidal stationarity within a
high-energy, macro-tidal environment is such that the bar/rip

Figure 1. Exposed spring low-tide bar/rip morphology at
Perranporth, Cornwall. A large number of recreational beach
users can be seen populating the low-tide bars (T Scott).
morphological systems have the chance to develop. Tidal
smearing restricts morphological development throughout the
mid-tide region. Accompanying investigations (SCOTT et al.,
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2008) record the dynamic nature of these systems within the
seasonal wave climate cycle as the systems often transition from a
featureless, linear sub-tidal multi-bar state with low frequency
rythmicity during high-energy storm conditions, to highly
developed low-tide bar/rip systems with increasingly developed
lower mid-tidal bars during lower energy swell conditions (Figure
2). Short (1985) has classified rip systems into 4 categories:
Accretionary and erosional, associated with beach rips that are
fixed (low-energy) and migratory (high-energy) respectively,
topographic rips that that generated through the influence of solid
structures (groynes, jetties) and large scale megarips that occur
during high waves. Scott et al., (2007) examined rip types within a
UK beach hazard context and differentiated between the low- to
mid-tide
accretionary
beach
rips
and
geologically
(topographically) constrained rip systems that are generated at mid
and hide tide due to hard rock intrusions into the surf-zone as
those key to understanding levels of hazard posed to the beach
user.
Most investigations into rip current dynamics have been
reported from micro- and meso-tidal environments (SHORT and
BRANDER, 1999; BRANDER and SHORT, 2001; MACMAHAN et al.,
2006) and macro-tidal rip systems have rarely been considered.
This research assesses the spatio-temporal variability of macrotidal rip current systems and their associated hazards along the
west coasts of Devon and Cornwall, which experience mean
spring-tidal ranges of 4.1–7.4 m and average significant wave
heights of 1.2 m and 2.7 m in summer and winter, respectively.
The principal aim of this investigation is to assess the contribution
of key mechanisms that force and control rip current circulations
with respect to their effect on the temporal hazard signature within
a given spatial extent. Specifically, the study aims to investigate
the reports of occasional ‘mass rescue’ events during the summer
period.

DATA COLLECTION
A campaign of data collection was undertaken between
01/05/07 and 01/10/07 at 27 beach sites that represent both, LTBR
and LTT+R beach morphologies along the Atlantic west coast of
Devon and Cornwall, southwest England (Figure 3).
Hydrodynamic conditions were monitored with a near-shore
directional waverider buoy at Perranporth beach (50.35379°N,
5.17497°W; 10m water depth). Hourly wind statistics were

Figure 3. Map of study region and study site locations.
recorded at St Mawgan airfield. Beach morphology was measured
monthly through ATV based RTK GPS surveys at selected sites,
and Argus video data at Perranporth beach provided beach and
surf-zone images at 30 minute intervals. Rip hazard and severity
of rip currents were assessed through analysis of comprehensive
incident records and beach user counts collected by the RNLI
lifeguards at all 27 (indicated by numbered black bars in Figure 3)
studied beach locations on a daily basis. Daily assessments of rip
severity at all tidal levels were estimated by the RNLI lifeguards
at 4 sites representing both LTBR and LTT+R morphologies.

REVIEW OF RESULTS
Rip current morphology and distribution
LTBR and LTT+R beaches represent 59% (62% by length) of
all west coast beaches with sandy lower inter-tidal zones. These
beaches with rip morphologies are mostly located on the highenergy west facing beaches (Figure 3) with lower-beach sediment
sizes ranging from 0.3 mm to 0.48 mm and upper-beach from 0.29
mm to gravel/boulder. Monthly GPS surveys collected between
May and October 2007 indicate that these beach types exhibit a
degree of synchronicity in their response to changes in wave
climate throughout the winter/summer morphological transition
(see Scott et al., in press, for further information). A general
accretionary trend during the spring/summer transition was
observed whereby low-energy swell wave conditions during
summer months led to the generation of deep transverse low-tide
bar/rip morphology and complex phase offset incised inter-tidal
bar/rip systems (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Illustrated description and examples of LTBR and
LTT+R beach types in the UK (T Scott).

Rip current severity and density
Observed daily at low-, mid- and high-tide, a scaled, qualitative
assessment of rip current severity was made by experienced
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Table 1: Mean rip current severity and rip number with tidal stage at selected Atlantic west coast beaches.
Low tide

Mid tide

High tide

Beach name

Beach type

Rip types

Rip severity

Rip number

Rip severity

Rip number

Rip severity

Rip number

Perranporth (7)

LTBR

B

3.9

3.6

3.5

2.6

3.0

1.9

North Fistral (6)

LLT+R

B

3.0

2.5

2.4

1.7

2.1

1.6

Sandymouth (2)

LLT+R

B+G

3.2

1.5

3.2

1.7

3.3

2

LLT+R
B+G
1.7
1.9
2.6
Constantine (5)
2.9
3.8
3.0
Rip types indicate the presence of Accretionary and Erosional Beach rip systems (B) and Geologically controlled rip systems (G); Rip
severity represents mean observed rip strength daily at three tide levels (where data was available). Data scaled from 0 (no rips) to 5
(extreme). Rip number is mean observed number of rip present at each observation.
lifeguards at 4 beach sites shown in Table 1. Severity was
estimated by determining the hazard the rip current would pose to
an average swimmer. Beaches dominated by beach rips (B) show
a decrease in mean rip severity and mean rip number from low- to
high-tide with Perranporth (LTBR) having a higher mean rip
severity at each stage of the tide than North Fistral (LLT+R).
Sandymouth and Constantine, both LTT+R beaches, possess
geologically controlled rip systems in the mid- and high-tide
regions. This appears to be reflected in the mean severities that are
similar throughout the inter-tidal zone at Sandymouth and
enhanced in the mid-tide region at Constantine.

Lifeguard rip incident records
Reported ‘mass rescue’ (MR) events during the study period
appeared to occur at multiple locations on the same day. To
identify and assess these observations it was important to
investigate rip incidents in relation to the number of people in-sea
on any given day. Hourly people counts at each beach enabled
calculation of daily mean estimates for people in-sea over the
entire coast (all 27 sites). During the course of the monitoring
period, short periods of high rip current incident density were
recorded. These events can be seen in Figure 4 (inset) as 7 outliers
from the bulk of the data which displays a good linear relationship
(R2=0.54) considering the inherent scatter expected in the data. By
normalizing incidents by people in-sea these outlier events can be
clearly identified in time. All occurring in July and August, the 7
highlighted events exceed 2 standard deviations from the mean.

energy wave events during the first half of May and start of July,
followed by relatively low-energy conditions until the end of
September. A mean and maximum Tp of 8.8 s and 15.7 s
respectively indicates the presence of swell wave conditions
throughout the study period. The mean spring tidal range at
Perranporth is 6.1 m, decreasing in the order of 2 m during neap
tides. Towards the end of the study period (autumnal equinox) the
tidal range varies from 1.67 m (20/9) to 7.17 m (28/9). Rip current
locations at Perranporth were calculated from all time-averaged
rectified video images available at low- and mid-tidal stages. Data
gaps are due to either lack of image (technical) or very small (no
rip activity) or large wave conditions (wave breaking occurred in
rip channels). Rips were located through a reduction in alongshore
pixel intensity associated with reduced wave breaking. The rip
head was used to locate the rip in the alongshore. No systematic
alongshore migration of rip current was identified. Largest
changes in rip morphology occurred during prolonged periods of
high winds and large waves (>2 m). Mid-tide rip systems were
more dynamic and were absent for a large part of the record. They
are distinct from the low-tide systems and are predominantly
phase offset. Morphological enhancement of mid-tide rip systems
during the low waves and high spring tidal ranges of August and
September suggests they may be incised by tidal drainage.

‘Mass rescue’ events
Identification
For the purpose of this study we were interesting in identifying
events where high levels of rip incidents were occurring at
multiple locations on the same day. This should give some insight
into regional environmental conditions that may be key drivers in
the cause of these events. Identifying environmental conditions in
this way, of course, will not identify all the days when these
optimal environmental conditions exist as identification requires
people in-sea, hence Figure 4 shows a higher density of
normalised rip incidents during the summer holiday months of
July and August. Likewise, an assumption is made that all
locations are proportionally staffed with lifeguards of equal ability
to mitigate against incidents.

Environmental conditions
Figure 5 shows a timeseries of environmental conditions
(hydrodynamic, morphodynamic and wind) throughout the study
period with the MR events labeled A to G. With mean Hs=1.2 m
and maximum Hs=4.4 m, the nearshore wave record shows high-

Figure 4. (Inset) Scatter plot of rip incidents per day vs. people insea (mean), indicating linear fit and outliers. (Main) Stem plot of
normalised rip incidents (daily) vs. date, with outliers circled.
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Figure 5. Overview of environmental conditions during the study period. (From top) Significant nearshore wave height (m) at
Perranporth; Peak wave period (s); Predicted tidal elevation (meters relative to Chart Datum) for Perranporth; 10 m hourly mean wind
speed (kts) for St Mawgan airfield; Alongshore low and mid tide rip head locations (m) at Perranporth from Argus cameras. Grey lines A
to G indicate days in which outlier rip incidents (‘mass rescues’) occurred.

Event characterisation
Assessment of the incident characteristics and environmental
conditions during the highlighted (A to G) MR events in Figure 5
indicated that except for A, all events involved ≥10 beaches
(Table 2) with 15 beaches contributing to event D. Event A
included only 3 beaches, one of which contributed 90% of the
incidents therefore is not considered a spatially widespread
incident. The remaining events fall into 3 distinct periods; 1) B, C
and D, occurring on consecutive days totaled 264 rip incidents,
with between 12 and 15 beaches involved each day; 2) E and F
occurred on consecutive days totaling 171 rip incidents and
involved 10 and 11 beaches respectively; 3) Event G, saw 151
incidents in one day spread among 12 beach sites. These events
had a number of key environmental characteristics in common.
Relatively small swell waves (Hs=0.5–1.7 m; Tp=7.6–12.8 s) were
the dominant wave energy during all the MR events. All the MR
events occurred during a tidal range large enough to expose the
low tide bar/rip morphology (spring) and in this region larger tidal
ranges always coincide with low water occurring during patrol
hours leading to higher potential hazard exposure. Wind speeds
during the MR events were commonly on or below the average of
the study period (10 kts) with direction showing no trend. In all
the examined MR events, 3D survey and photograph/video
imagery supported the observation that the low- and mid-tide
bar/rip systems were well developed along the coast as illustrated
in the example plan view video images of Perranporth in Figure 6.
Well developed rip feeder systems isolated the bar crests at lowtide and mid-tide bar/rip systems, incised by tidal drainage, are

well developed and offset in the alongshore from the low-tide rip
channels (highlighted in Figure 6). Times of rip incident
occurrence related to tidal stage during each MR event (Figure 6)
indicate that the majority of rip incidents occurred within the midand low-tide periods and in D, E, F and G the transition between
low- and mid-tide generated the highest incident frequency.
During this transition period, locations of rip current hazard can
migrate rapidly through high tidal translation rates, tidal elevation
can modulate rip current velocities ‘switching’ systems on and off,
and tidal cut-off on exposed low-tide bars during the flooding tide
can force bathers to return landward through the active rip feeder
channel once a critical depth over the bar in reached (1–2 hours
after low-tide). It is suggested that this period presents a challenge,
both in beach safety management and on-site interpretation and
prediction of surf zone processes, as when critical thresholds are
reached, a rapid mitigating response is required.

CONCLUSIONS
The results present an insight into the rip current variability and
hazard along the Atlantic west coast of southwest England. The
coalition of detailed lifeguard incident data with that of beach
morphology and hydrodynamic conditions enabled an assessment
of the spatial extent and characteristics of rip currents within the
study region and the identification and investigation of reported
multi-location ‘mass rescue’ events. From this initial investigation
of the period between 01/05/07 and 01/10/07 the following has
been identified:

LTBR and LTT+R beaches represent 59% (62% by length)
of all west coast beaches with sandy lower inter-tidal
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Table 2: Outlier rip incident event (‘mass rescue’) data.

31

Highest contributors (%)
primary(secondary)
90(7)

Hs (m)
6hr avg.
2.3

13

62

23(21)

1.0

7.6

6.5

10

12

106

59(10)

0.7

8.2

5.5

259

15

96

20(14)

0.5

10.1

5.6

113

77

26(26)

1.7

10.9

10.5

174

94

30(17)

1.7

12.8

10.8

252

22(17)

1.0

9.6

8.3

12

A

LW times
(height mCD)
1218 (1.3)

Date
(2007)
2/7

No. of
beaches
3

B

1046 (1.5)

29/7

C

1124 (1.2)

30/7

D

1203 (1.0)

31/7

E

1452 (1.2)

4/8

10

F

1540 (1.6)

5/8

11

G

0947 (1.8)

26/8

12

151

Event






Incidents

zones, mostly located on the high-energy west facing
beaches. A degree of synchronicity in their response to
changes in wave climate throughout the winter/summer
morphological transition was observed.
A general accretionary trend during the spring/summer
transition was observed whereby low-energy swell wave
conditions during summer months led to the generation of
deep transverse low-tide bar/rip morphology and complex
phase offset incised inter-tidal bar/rip systems.
Beach rip severity was observed to be highest at low tidal
levels and geologically constrained rips highest at mid- and
high-tidal levels.
Analysis of 6 coast-wide ‘mass rescue’ events identified
possible key environmental components that when
combined could be a driver for these events which
overstretch lifeguard services. 1) Relatively small, long
period swell waves means shoaling extends to the inner
transverse bars generating increased alongshore gradient in
wave breaking and therefore rip current activity. Under
these conditions increased wave groupiness increases the

Figure 6. (Left) Time averaged, rectified, low-tide video images
of Perranporth during events C, D and G; sea is located at the
bottom of each image, land at the top. West is oriented downpage; black markers locate approximate positions of low-tide rip
currents, white locates mid-tide rip channel morphology (Right)
Histograms of incident times for each event. Dark shading
indicates 3 hour low-tide period and light shading the mid-tide.

Tp (s)
6hr avg.
10.9

Wind (kts)
mean
13.7

Wind dir
(°)
235

complexity of rip current dynamics; 2) Well developed,
phase offset low- and mid-tide bar/rip morphologies,
present during the MR events lead to the generation of
active rip systems during low- and mid-tidal stages; 3)
Large tidal ranges during spring tides increase the rate of
change of alongshore rips position, reducing the time for
lifeguards to respond to time varying intensity and
alongshore translation of rip currents during the transition
from low- to mid-tide. Large spring tidal ranges allow
wave breaking on low-tide bar/rip systems and enable
accessibility to, and subsequent tidal cut-off of low-tide bar
crests. During spring tides, low water times coincide with
lifeguard patrol hours and hence times of high beach usage.
Further investigations of macro-tidal rip currents in this region
are being conducted using Argus video, GPS surveying, in-situ
sensors and GPS-tracked Lagrangian surf zone drifters to quantify
the rip flow dynamics and circulation over a low-tide bar/rip
system under optimal high hazard conditions.
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